CONNECTED DATA SERVICES

Get seamless, secure access to vehicle data
through our open, cloud-based platform
Our open platform provides easy access to clean, secure, manufacturer-grade vehicle data that’s engineered to work with the
tools and people you know and trust. This applies whether you need vehicle data integrated with your proprietary software or
accessible through your existing partner network.

Why Ford Data Services?
Integrated modem technology

•	Enables us to engineer the vehicle, the data

Vehicle Data

FORD

signals and the modem in tandem to maximize
the depth and breadth of data we can use to
develop new solutions for you

Security Management

API

•	Our expertise and robust security program

API

provides our customers with industry leading
data protection

Easy API integration for developers

•	Gives developers secure and easy access

to our APIs in order to leverage processed
vehicle data

Partner Integration

 ur systems are Ford engineered:
O
integrated and open with our
know-how and reliability

•	Helps you and your partners manage the flow
of data in a secure and robust way, allowing
your business operations to run seamlessly

Manufacturer-grade signal accuracy
and access: always evolving

Partner integration is seamless

•	Connecting with our open access approach
makes data integration with your existing
partnerships seamless and easy – helping
you use third-party services you need for
your business.

•	Our platform is designed for secure, open

integration with any third-party service tool.
We are working to expand our network.
Contact us with questions.

•	Gives you access to the newest updates

and vehicle signals as soon as they become
available – delivering insights as quickly as your
business needs them

CONTACT US
Discover what Ford Data Services can bring to your business.
Call 833-811-FORD (833-811-3673), contact fcs1@ford.com, or visit commercialsolutions.ford.com.

About Ford
Commercial Solutions
Ford Commercial Solutions gives
businesses the focused and relevant fleet
management and telematics tools they
need to optimize, adapt and grow. Built on
the strength of our commercial vehicle and
fleet business experience, we blend Ford’s
engineering expertise and deep vehicle
knowledge with a hands-on understanding
of real-world challenges to give our
customers a partner they can depend on.
We deliver purpose-built solutions for
different kinds of fleets, helping them
optimize resources so they can commit
more time and attention to their business
priorities. Our telematics-based fleet
solutions are built on a platform that is
integrated with the Ford ecosystem. It is
designed to evolve as our customers do,
flexing to meet their ever-changing needs.

